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Little Ones

Littleens is a sustainable kidswear 

label. It houses clothes made with plant-

based fibre, providing utmost comfort 

for your li’l ones, while still being fashion 

forward! The brand strives to create 

fashion and lifestyle for kids that is high in 

quality, timeless in design, ethically durable, 

and considerate to the ecosystem. Their 

collection collection consists of tops, 

trousers, shirts, skirts, and dresses. Some 

of their most ingenious fabrics also come 

from soya, banana, aloe vera, lotus, bamboo, 

eri silk, kala cotton denims, organic cotton, 

recycled suede and cotton.

Littleens was founded by Mitali Bhargava, 

with the objective of creating more 

conscious alternatives at all stages of the 

creation of lifestyle products—from design, 

raw material production, manufacturing, 

transport, storage, marketing and final sale, 

to use, reuse, repair, remake and recycling 

of the product and its components. Their 

vision is to go green without leaving a 

negative footprint in the ecosystem.

Price range: `2500 onwards

Availability: www.littleens.com

Tots in
style

Fashion with a sense of awareness

13TH ANNIVERSARY

Conscious 
Fashion

L-R: Maxi dress with natural vegan leather belt; Eri silk dress

Kala cotton denim shirt dress 

Balloon sleeves wide-leg jumpsuit

Flouncy frilled maxi dress 

Corduroy sleeveless jacket with 
embroidered collarL-R: Organic corduroy dress, old-school corduroy coordinated set, kala cotton denim coordinated set
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LOVE THE WORLD TODAY 

Love the World Today is a proudly 

designed and made in India, mindful 

clothing brand for li’l ones founded by 

sisters Dipti Ahuja and Dipna Daryanani. 

The brand guarantees clothing for kids in 

a socially and environmentally responsible 

way.  All their collections have a unique 

theme drawing from childhood memories 

of the sister duo, bringing in the element 

of nostalgia. The clothes are made with 

natural fibres and organic fabrics, hand 

woven by artisans and weavers from 

across the country. The dyes are low 

impact on the environment—all so that 

your kids care about the little big things in 

life. Once your munchkin outgrow LTWT 

clothes, the clothes can be sent back to 

the brand—they will donate the ones in 

good condition and upcycle the ones  

that aren’t. 

Price range: `800 onwards

Availability: www.lovetheworldtoday.in

13TH ANNIVERSARY

Conscious 
Fashion

Handwoven cotton Mahima lehenga
Handwoven cotton kurta and shorts co-ord set 

Organic cotton 
jhabla for infant.

Organic cotton jhabla for infants 

 Matching kurta and shorts co-ord sets 

Handwoven cotton kurta pyjama set 

Kumudini handwoven angrakha and 
cropped pant set   

Little Ones
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Little Ones

OBORI
Founded by husband and wife duo Nipun 

and Neeti Obori, the brand aims to 

encourage a conscious way of living. They 

are known for their affordable clothing, 

with minimalistic yet effortlessly chic 

designs.  The collections are designed 

using low-impact dyes and organic fabrics, 

and lets your tot maximise her wardrobe, 

minus the clutter. Muted colors, minimal 

patterns, top-notch quality, gender-neutral 

nature and comfy silhouettes are what sets 

them apart.

Price Range: `700 onwards

Availability: www.obori.in

13TH ANNIVERSARY

Conscious 
Fashion

100% Cotton green tint jumpsuit 

100% Cotton

green ash tiered midi dress.

Cotton Linen
sage striped pants

Cotton old school sleep suit.

Cotton white goat dress

Cotton pelican 
co-ords. 


